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In Wood we learn the foundation carpentry skills that are required
to furnish the home with one’s own attractive and functional
objects. It has its basis in the book’s 20 projects, adapted for those
of us who may not have gone near a saw since woodwork class at
school, we are guided step by step through techniques that make a
friend of saws, planers, clamps and chisels.

T

he book contains practical timberyard knowledge, that is how to pick
the right type of wood and the qualities of different wood types, a
discussion of tools with emphasis on handheld tools, as well as the
methods used to measure, saw, plane, join, whittle and finish in a way that
opens up the possibility for domestic carpentry to become a satisfying and fun
hobby.
Among the projects are kitchen items such as a spice rack, knife stand,
breadboard and herb drier, furnishing items such as shelves, stools, knobs,
bookends and a balcony bench. For those interested in home cultivation there
is a planting bench, a box and trellis and more, for both indoor and outdoor
environments. All the projects are clearly illustrated and arranged according to
grade of difficulty for users who are not accustomed to working with wood, but
who enjoy the organic feel and expression of the material.
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